Abstract. Flux distribution curves of synthetic spectra for Kurucz model atmospheres are compared with observed flux distribution curves of stars of various spectral and luminosity classes and solar metallicity. It is concluded that the Kurucz models predict the real flux distributions quite well. However, the measurement and absolute calibration errors of the available flux distribution curves of stars (5-10 %) and the cosmic dispersion of their effective temperatures and surface gravities limit the verification possibilities.
INTRODUCTION
Before using each set of model atmospheres of stars for the calibration of various photometric and spectrophotometric quantities, they must be carefully compared with results for real stars. The most effective verification of the models is a comparison of the synthetic spectra of model atmospheres with the spectral flux distribution curves of real stars in a sufficiently wide range of wavelengths and physical parameters. As a first step towards this aim, we have made a comparison of the spectral flux distributions in synthetic spectra of the newest Kurucz (1995) model atmospheres with the mean flux distributions for stars of various spectral types of solar metallicity published by Straizys & Sviderskiene (1972) and revised by Straizys (1996) .
INTRINSIC FLUX DISTRIBUTION CURVES OF STARS
The average flux distributions in the spectra of 49 stars of various spectral and luminosity classes were first determined by Straizys & Sviderskiene (1972) in a wavelength range of 300-1000 nm. The flux distributions were based on photoelectric investigations of many authors published to that time. The set of stars included 18 main sequence stars from 07 to M5, 3 subgiants of spectral types G5-K0 IV, 14 giants of types A5-M6 III and 14 supergiants of types B0-M2 1. Later on, the wavelength range covered was extended to the ultraviolet down to 125 nm by Sviderskiene (1980) and to the infrared up to 1.1 /im by . After that, Sviderskiene (1988) has extended the catalog up to 100 MK types including new observations. However, the last catalog is not sufficiently homogeneous. Recently, Straizys (1996) has revised the 49 flux distributions of 1972, improving the fluxes in the 300-360 nm range, adjusting them to Sviderskiene's results. They are based on observations of the OAO-2, TD-1 and IUE satellite observations. Also, we have transformed the absolute calibration of flux distributions using the data for Vega from Hayes (1985) . All the stars used for obtaining the average flux distributions are either unreddened or dereddened according to their color excesses. Consequently, the flux distributions used are intrinsic. In the present paper we use these revised flux distributions, except for all supergiants for which the flux distributions of 1972 were taken. It seems that 1980 fluxes are too faint in the ultraviolet.
The fluxes are binned into successive 5 nm intervals, including all spectral features (lines, bands, jumps, etc.) . Each value given in the catalog is the flux integral in an interval of 5 nm centered on the given wavelength. All flux histograms are normalized to 100 at 500 nm.
The accuracy of the average flux distribution curves can be estimated by the coincidence of fluxes at a definite wavelength given by different authors for the same star or stars of the same MK spectral type. Since the data of all authors were normalized to 100 at 550 nm, the greatest scatter of data is observed at both ends of the wavelength range. This scatter is the result of observational errors, the errors of absolute calibration and the real differences of intrinsic flux distributions of different stars of the same MK spectral type. At 350 nm, the smallest deviations are observed for B-A stars (< 5%) and the largest for K-M stars 10 %). At 1 fim, the smallest deviations are observed for late-type stars (3-4 %) and the largest are for B-A stars (5-6 %). These values of accuracy are given by Sviderskiene (1988).
EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURES AND GRAVITIES
The mean flux distribution curves of Straizys & Sviderskiene (1972) for different spectral and luminosity classes were determined by taking average normalized fluxes of several unreddened or dereddened stars of the same MK type. Only in some cases the data for single stars were used. Since various stars of the same MK spectral type show some dispersion of their temperatures and gravities, a comparison with the model flux distributions must take into account the possible range of physical parameters.
The stars used for obtaining the average flux distributions axe listed in the Straizys & Sviderskiene (1972) catalog. For them we collected the effective temperatures determined by the method of angular diameters (from lunar occultations and interferometric methods) and by the infrared flux method described by Blackwell et al. (1980 Blackwell et al. ( , 1990 . The sources used are listed in Table 1 . For each MK type we found either several temperature determinations by the same author or by some authors for the same star. After that, for each MK type the minimum and maximum values of the temperature, rounded to the nearest 100 for early-type stars or to the nearest 10 for late-type stars were taken. These possible limits of T e for different MK types are listed in Table 1 .
However, in the case of surface gravities, the information on individual stars is very scarce. Therefore, for different MK types we took the fixed log g values from the tabulation of Straizys & Kuriliene (1981) or Straizys (1992) . These values of log g are also given in Table 1 .
INTERPOLATION OF THE MODEL FLUXES
Model atmospheres are given for a set of the fixed effective temperatures and gravities. To be compared with the real stars, the model fluxes must be interpolated in two dimensions. In our case, for a star of every MK type Kurucz fluxes were interpolated linearly to two temperatures, corresponding to maximum and minimum temperatures and to one value of log g, all given in Table 1 . Before the interpolation, all fluxes were reduced from the frequency to the wavelength unit intervals, then binned into the 5 nm intervals of A and Straizys & Sviderskiené (1972) to derive the average flux distribution, no effective temperature determinations have been found; the temperature is taken from Straizys & Kuriliene (1981) tabulation ±200 K. are plotted and the area between them is hatched. M-type stars will be discussed separately. Here we describe the main results of this comparison.
Main-sequence stars
The observed flux distribution of the average O-type star ( Fig. 1 ) based on dereddened spectrophotometry of S Mon (07 Ve) and 10 Lac (09 V), matches perfectly the flux curves of the models with the extreme temperatures. Only at the Balmer series limit is there a small difference of fluxes.
For the main sequence stars from B3 to FO, the theoretical curves at the wavelengths longer than 400 nm match well the observed ones. However, in the ultraviolet the observed curves run at the bottom of the hatched areas. This means that Kurucz models are too strong in the ultraviolet: at 350 nm the synthetic spectrum exceeds the observed value by 5-10 % if we take middle of the hatched area. At 300 nm this difference is as large as 10-20%. Other differences are not significant and can be explained by possible errors of absolute calibration of observations and the cosmic dispersion.
For F5 V type, the synthetic fluxes are almost good in ultraviolet but too faint by ~ 8 % in the violet and blue. This tendency continues in the synthetic spectra of G dwarfs. For K dwarfs the correspondence of the curves is satisfactory, however two systematic differences are observed: (1) the depression around 520 nm is somewhat shallower in real G-K dwarfs than in their models and (2) at A > 650 nm the model fluxes are too faint by 5-10%. The fluxes for M-dwarfs are even fainter, especially at M4-M5 spectral classes. In the wavelengths 550-650 nm, the synthetic fluxes are too strong in comparison to real M-dwarfs.
Subgiants and giants
Synthetic fluxes of G5-K0 subgiants show no systematic differences at A < 650 nm. At longer wavelengths the tendency of too faint model fluxes is evident, as it is noted for G and K dwarfs.
The matching of synthetic and observed flux distributions for A5 and F0 giants (Figs. 19 and 20) is sufficienly good at A > 400 nm. There are some differences in the ultraviolet of the same character as in the case of A and F main-sequence stars. For G-K3 giants ) the curves fit well and their differences almost do not exceed 5 %. The only systematic difference is seen around the absorption feature at 520 nm: synthetic fluxes show it deeper by 5-7 %. Also, for K3 and K5 giants the synthetic fluxes are too high in the violet and blue regions.
Starting from K5 III, towards the later spectral classes, considerable differences in the red and infrared spectral ranges start to appear: for K5 and M giants the synthetic fluxes there are too low comparing with real stars. This difference grows considerably with decreasing temperature. For M6 III star at 800 nm the synthetic flux is 4.5 times lower than in the real star!
5.S. Supergiants
For hot supergiants the situation is not satisfactory. The flux distribution curve of BO la supergiant and its model curve fit well. However, in the case of B5-A2 supergiants there is a difficulty related with the absence of Kurucz models for gravities lower than 2.0 dex in the temperature range of 9000-14000 K. Our B5 lab, B8 la and A2 la flux distributions are represented by stars having log g values outside the Kurucz range. Therefore, for a comparison in Figs. 29-31 we have plotted model flux distributions with the closest log g values from the set. In all three cases they are somewhat greater than log g values corresponding to the real stars.
The theoretical and observed curves are most different for B8 la type supergiant (Fig. 30) . The observed flux curve is based on the star /? Ori. The expected value of log g for this star is about 2.0 while the theoretical flux curves in Fig. 30 correspond to log g = 2.5. At lower gravity, the synthetic flux curve should be closer to the observed one due to smaller Balmer jump.
The ultraviolet portions of flux curves for F-G-K supergiants seem to show much better agreement between theory and observations. The observed differences are within the errors introduced by effective temperatures or gravities of the models and the errors of observational data. However, synthetic curves for F and G supergiants at A > 550 nm, i.e. longer than the normalization point, are stronger by 5-8% than the corresponding real stars. This systematic effect is of opposite sign in comparison with the main sequence stars. The origin of this effect is not yet understood. In the case of K2 lb type star, this flux difference is practically absent.
5-4• Variations of surface gravities
In the above comparison for all stars we took the surface gravities from the Straizys & Kuriliene (1981) tabulation. However, these values for some types of stars may contain significant errors, especially in the case of high luminosity stars. Therefore, it is necessary to check how large flux differences are expected for the model atmospheres in the case of variation of their log g values. In Figs. 41-52 we give some examples of a comparison of observed flux curves with Kurucz model curves. In each case we have calculated two synthetic flux curves for log g + 0.5 dex and log g -0.5 dex; here log g are the values from Straizys and Kuriliene. The temperatures were taken as averages of the two values given in Table 1 . The space between both theoretical curves is hatched.
An analysis of this comparison shows that in all cases the accepted variations of log g give smaller effect than the variations of temperature given in Table 1 .
VARIATIONS OF TEMPERATURES AND SURFACE GRAVITIES
As was shown by Valiauga et al. (1996) , the matching of Kurucz synthetic spectra and the observed flux curves can be considerably improved by introducing some corrections to the accepted tabulation of T e and log g values of MK spectral types. In that paper the corrections were determined by fitting the synthetic and observed color indices of the Vilnius photometric system and the UBV system. In the present paper we tried to find such a combination of T e and log g which would give the best fit of the Kurucz synthetic flux curve and the observed flux curve. This was done by changing the parameters, finding the synthetic flux curve for these parameters and comparing it with the observed flux distribution curve. In many cases we succeeded to find a considerably better fit than it is shown in Figs. 1-40 . Two examples of such a fit are shown in Figs. 53 and 54.
It is too early to conclude that the temperatures and gravities determined by this way can be accepted as real values representing the given MK spectral type. Making such a conclusion we must be sure that the synthetic flux curves of the model atmospheres represent real stars sufficiently well and do not contain systematic errors. This was the purpose of our present paper.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have compared synthetic flux distribution curves, calculated for the newest Kurucz model atmospheres of solar chemical composition, with the mean flux distribution curves of different MK spectral classes (from 07 to MO) and luminosity classes (from V to la). Only the visible and near ultraviolet (down to 300 nm) spectral range was considered. In order to estimate the influence of the observational errors of stellar physical parameters and their cosmic dispersion, we took into account the variations of temperatures and surface gravities, which are met among stars of the same MK type. For each MK type we have also found the optimum temperatures and gravities for which the model flux curves fit the observed flux curves in the best way.
The analysis of all of this information shows that the Kurucz model atmospheres of 1995 for solar metallicity give reasonable approximation to real stars in a wide temperature and luminosity range. However, for certain spectral types and wavelength intervals some systematic differences between the theoretical and observational data are observed. The largest differences are found in the ultraviolet range for early-type stars (especially, B-supergiants). Also, Kurucz models are completely unacceptable for K7-M type stars of all luminosities. In other cases, too low accuracy of the observed flux distribution curves (including their absolute calibration) does not allow to decide if the model curves are right.
Although we have found the optimum set of model temperatures and gravities which give the best fit of the synthetic and the observed curves, it is still premature to accept these values as representing real stars of different spectral and luminosity classes. Before final decision, we must carefully intercompare the model flux curves with the observational data of better accuracy. A special very accurate investigation of detailed flux distribution curves with sufficient resolution should be organized. Also, we have a hope that the results of this paper will instigate theoretical studies with the aim to improve the model atmospheres in some temperature and gravity ranges.
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